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Who’s Thankful?

By Emma Lee Collins

SUNY CCC’s Education Department, in an effort to raise a happier classroom atmosphere has set up a paper tree in
the halls of the Schuyler Building. The
tree, decorated with owls, is located outside classroom 204, its brightly colored
thankful leaves gaining the attention of
those who walk past it.
The Thankful Tree was created by
education students on November 6 during
the college hour. After the tree was up,
each student wrote on a paper

leaf something the student is thankful for,
and then students hung the leaves near the
branches for others to admire. Their thankful leaves and the brightly colored tree itself serves as an example that no matter
where we all come from, everyone is
thankful for something.
Stop by to make a leaf, and share
what you are thankful for! Simply visit
room 204, or talk to Julie Dick, Professor
of Education.

Ithaca Wizarding Weekend
By Jacque Thomas

Halloween has passed, and those
in love with the holiday are now gearing up for Thanksgiving. However, before Halloween, Ithaca hosted a festival
called Ithaca’s Wizarding Weekend
2018. This festival celebrated everything from other realms, including my
personal favorite, Harry Potter.
and craft tickets to use throughout the festival, access
to the movie star Q&A session, an exclusive T-shirt,
and a photo-op with a special guest. However, if you
were like me, a broke college student, you could enjoy the street festival for free.
The town anticipated this event and shops in
the streets were even participating in the festival by
decorating their windows and displays with Potterthemed items and clothes. One went even so far as to
get a huge blow-up dragon.

The festival was anticipated on
platforms like Facebook and websites
like wizardingweekend.com where
those who wished to do events and
magical artifacts hunts could get tickets
ranging from $15-$85. The smallest
tickets included things like the Potions
Crawl and the Magical Artifact Hunt.
The largest tickets included the Potions
Crawl, Magical Artifact Hunt, 21 game,

At the festival whole families
dressed as their favorite houses, people
from all realms dressed in their favorite
L.A.R.P. gear, and even incredibly realistic cosplays from Fantastic Beasts and
Harry Potter. People from all walks of
life enjoyed the celebration.
Now, the cosplays weren’t the only thing to see. The vendors were amazing in creating a vibe of a whole new
world. There were vendors with homemade wands of all sizes for sale, house

gear, and all different types of scythes
and weapons for those not there for Harry Potter. There was a magician in one
tent, food from another galaxy in another, and even a band under the awning of
the local movie theater playing songs
from movies associated with the festival.
Although it was raining, there
were still many people outside enjoying
the festivities. There were many shops
that held magical artifacts to find in order to avoid the weather. However, if
you got cold, or had little ones, there
were magical classes, like Herbology offered at the Tompkins Community Public Library. Here you could use muggle
science to learn magical classes. Even
though the rain put a small damper on
the day, the festival was really fun and
will return at the end of next October.

YO! Don’t be contaminated, get vaccinated!
By Dr. Robert Koble
Imagine you are an adult from Virginia with ten kids in the 19th century and
a person says to you, “I can make sure
your kids will not die from measles and
polio. Sure their arm will be sore for a day,
but they won’t have a greater than 2%
chance of dying.” If I were that adult, I
would be pretty stoked because the death
rate due to measles is greater than 20 in
1000 individuals. Today? It is less than 1
per 100,000 individuals. What is that miracle cure? VACCINES!

Figure : This is measles. Be scared. Seriously, look up pictures of people with measles. It is more disgusting than
grading final exams! Honestly, the best thing about a PhD is
that I don’t have to take a final exam ever again. [Wikipedia
images].

What is a vaccine? It is a way for your
body to be prepared to fight against a real, honestto-goodness pathogen. Normally, if you survive a
disease, your body will make antibodies (scouts),
which can detect a disease and raise alarms before
it can kill you.
A vaccine allows you to bypass the whole
getting a deadly disease part [insert eye roll emoji] and instead presents a harmless (I stress harmless) version of the disease.

No, this version of the disease will not infect you, but you might feel some symptoms since your body is responding to this
pathogen. But to be honest, I’ll take sniffles compared to being in an Iron Lung
(cue metal band name) for the rest of my
life.
So, Dr. K, if this is a miracle for humans, why do I hear all these bad things
about it? Great question! It is due to misinformation! You most undoubtedly heard
about the CRAZY thought that vaccines
cause autism. Or that vaccines have mercury inside of them and that it will kill you.
Or that vaccines will make you turn green,
photosynthesize, and change all of your
proteins to chlorophyll (ok, that might just
be my dream – autotrophs FTW). But let’s
take a look at these claims.
Falsehood 1: Vaccines cause autism.
Enter two villains, Ex-Dr. Andrew Wakefield and failed actress Jenny McCarthy.
Mr. Wakefield published a report that
linked autism to vaccines. However, there
were so many problems with his report that
it was retracted and he lost his medical license!
Were there inconsistencies in his data?
YES
Did he pay off his subjects? YES
Did he have a control group? NO
Was he funded by lawyers who were suing
vaccine makers? YES
Since then, there has been no credible, peer-reviewed paper that links vaccines to autism. Also, his medical license

was taken away due to his dishonesty.
However, uninformed and famous people
will still claim that vaccines cause autism.
Enter [thunder strikes and lightning bolts
with a maniacal laugh] Jenny McCarthy.
She went through news media claiming her
child has autism that was caused by vaccines. Does she have a medical license?
Does she have a PhD in Immunology? Or
Biology? Or even ANYTHING THAT
MAKES HER REMOTELY QUALIFIED
TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ON VACCINES? NO! It turns out that her child
never had autism and instead had another
neurological disorder. BUNK! GOD I’M
SO UPSET JUST WRITING THIS!
So why do people think vaccines
cause autism? The MMR vaccine (against
measles, mumps, and rubella) is administered when a child is approximately two
years old and autism presents around the
same time. I can see why people may make
this association, but there is no scientific
and credible evidence to link these two. Individuals who do not get vaccinated can
have autism and individuals who have had
the vaccine do not have autism. So what
causes autism? Scientists aren’t sure but
there seems to be a genetic component as
well as the parent’s age at conception.
Falsehood 2: Vaccines contain chemicals
that kill you, like...
Formaldehyde. Holy crap vaccines have
formaldehyde? SO DOES YOUR BLOOD
and the levels of formaldehyde in vaccines
have no effect on the human body. NEXT
ARGUMENT!
Vaccines have mercury. NO THEY DON’T.
OMGWTF!@#Q$##@! It was removed in
the early 2000s. Even before

that, the mercury in vaccines were not the
version that harms you. The kind in vaccines was ethylmercury, not methymercury.
NEXT ARGUMENT!
Vaccines have stabilizers like Sorbitol.
Hey, guess what? Your body produces sorbitol and is found in fruits and berries. It is
found as a sweetener in foods and drinks,
like the one below. NEXT ARGUMENT!?

Figure 3: See! Sorbitol in the ingredient list. If you don't like
this picture, I don't blame you, Jolly Ranchers are disgusting,
like uninformed people! And mold!

Why you should get a vaccine.
Not only do vaccines help protect you
against life-threatening diseases, but it
helps protect others that cannot be vaccinated. It is everyone’s moral imperative
to protect the immune-deficient and children from dying of preventable diseases.
This is due to herd immunity. If enough
people are vaccinated, the disease cannot
spread because vaccinated individuals create a “herd” around the vulnerable. This
did not happen in Marin County, California. Two unvaccinated children contracted
measles (A DISEASE THAT HAD BEEN
ERADICATED IN AMERICA in 2000
DAMNIT – GOD I’M SO ANGRY) at
Disneyland and since Marin County has a
very low vaccination rate, an outbreak occurred. If more individuals were vaccinated, herd immunity would have stopped, or
lessened the outbreak. So, don’t be a snot –
and get your shot! I’ll see myself out.
If you have any questions, feel free
to contact me at rkoble@corning-cc.edu.

Meet the Japanese Language Club
By Timothy Kresock

Last semester SUNY Corning Community College added the Japanese Language Club. I am a club member and want
you to know all about opportunities and fun
we offer on campus, from learning the Japanese language and about the Japanese culture
to hanging out with new friends during
weekly meetings and exciting events we host
semester round.
The club currently has four native
speakers who offer instruction and information that allow club members to practice
both spoken and written Japanese language.
For myself, personally, I have had a surprisingly pleasant experience learning Japanese.
From my perspective, learning a foreign language is more than just learning the mechanics of reading, writing, and the sounds of
speech. Learning a foreign language is to
gain an understanding and appreciation for a
culture and people different from your own.
So, to join Japanese Language Club, you are
not required to know any Japanese! We accommodate students of all levels, from beginner to advanced. The Japanese language
is one of the languages in higher demand for
business and is becoming popular due to the
increasing popularity of the Japanese pop
culture such as “anime.” Whether you are
going into business or computer tech, Japanese is a helpful thing to learn. (Don’t worry,
meetings are conducted in English!) The
club also plans cultural activities and events
periodically. Last semester, we participated
in the annual international fashion show
sponsored by International and Foreign Language Club and an annual fundraising event
at Bento-Ya Masako, the popular Japanese

diner on Market Street, organized by
Sister Cities Association of Corning.
This semester, we hosted a make-your
-own sushi roll event last month and
the Japanese scary story scavenger
hunt and scar face painting on Halloween. We plan to participate in the
howler making in December and a sushi-roll making event next February at
Perry Hall. Getting hungry?
Japanese Language Club also
hopes to collaborate with the Sister
Cities Association of Corning to help
students who wish to travel to Japan.
It is an exciting time to visit Japan as
the country is becoming even more accommodating for foreign visitors in
preparation for the 2020 Summer
Olympics in Tokyo.
Interested in joining our club to
learn a beneficial language and meet
new people? We meet regularly on
Thursday during the college hour,
12:30-1:40pm, in STU318A/B. Everyone is welcome, and snacks are often
provided! As they say, Matane! See
you soon!

Jurassic World Evolution Upcoming Patch
By Jake Gross

On Nov. 6, Frontier Developments released an email regarding a
patch 1.5 for Jurassic World Evolution. The game has already had several patches in its five month life, but
this one includes several unique features that have been a long time coming.
Outside of bug fixes, 1.5 introduces increased feeder capacity and
two highly requested behaviors. Both
of these were featured in preview
footage of the game, but were surprisingly absent when the game went
live on June 12.
The first is herding. As stated
on the official Frontier forum,
“...dinosaurs will now look for an existing group leader, and follow their
behavior…,” which keeps the dinos
in a group. Currently, members of the
same species don’t stick together unless two happen to get hungry or
thirsty at the same time. Leadership
can change during contests, and the
group will eat, drink, flee from danger or sleep at the same time.
The second behavioral trait is
that dinosaurs will actually sleep. At
long last, they won’t just wander
around and eat and bash down the occasional fence. However, they will
only nap when they’re comfortable
and idle.

The introduction of a proper
day/night cycle increases the dynamics of the game. This is auto unlocked
in challenge and sandbox modes, but
can only be unlocked on the Five
Deaths after five starring all of them.
The first major expansion pack
for the story campaign also debuts
when this patch goes live. Secrets of
Dr. Wu introduces two new secret facilities on Isla Muerta and Isla Tacaño, where B.D Wong’s Doctor Henry
Wu is whipping another batch of hybrids.
The paid pack introduces the
gigantic hadrosaur Olorotitan and the
venomous small carnivore Troodon,
along with the hybrids Stegoceratops,
Ankylodocus and Spinoraptor. Progressing through this DLC grants access to new upgrades and research
options, such as Indominus Rex’s
unique camouflage ability.
However, it’s not as simple as
loading up Muerta and creating a
pack of Spinoraptors. You must first
get the base genome to a hundred
percent, not an easy task since the
Spinosaurus as well as the Stegosaurus isn’t unlocked until Isla Sorna,
the fifth island.
Secrets of Dr. Wu costs $14.99
and will be available on November
20, when the patch 1.5 releases.

How Having a Green Thumb can Help New York
By Jacque Thomas

While most people know that sustainability is important, they don’t
know what it means. Sustainability, by
definition is the avoidance of the depletion of natural resources in order to
maintain an ecological balance. In layman’s terms, this means we as a community are working towards building
resources so when those like fossil fuels
run out, we are still able to function.
Many people recognize the latest
sustainability technology nearest to
their homes. They see things such as
windmills, compost piles, and recycle
bins. Even these small things help sustain our resources. But what exactly is
being done in New York to maintain
them?
In New York, we choose to use
small scale renewable technology. This
means that instead of a 40 acre farm of
windmills, we place some here and
there throughout the state to better
spread power. While Steuben County is
a big place for windmills and wind renewable resource tech, there are also
many other ways to create this energy.
For example, New York has 15 different
biomass plants. Most people know of
our windmills, but not biomass. Biomass plants are where we take the
waste from plant respiration or animal
digestion such as manure and use it to
generate energy. Since humans will
hopefully always have plants and animals around, there will always be energy from those plants.

New York does use a lot of wind power.

There are a lot of hills in this state, and
hills have a large amount of wind. Therefore, we have a renewable resource as
long as we have hills. As of right now, we
have 20 small windmill farms in New
York State. Each windmill produces
enough energy for about 332 households
in a little over a year. That’s a lot of energy.
Now after reading all of this and
seeing how well NYS has helped sustainability, one may ask: “How can I help?”
That’s easy. SUNY CCC has many different types of recycling bins located all
over campus. Separate out your recyclables from your trash by putting them into
the right bins. There are also paper recycle bins for during the semester, but especially for when it ends so students can recycle all of their tests and such.
Along with recycling, CCC also has
people working with what’s called the
Green Campus Task Force. These people
put up reminders to turn off lights next to
light switches, lowering thermostats in the
winter, to reduce outdoor lighting at
night, and encouraging putting to sleep or
turning off computers when they are not
in use. This may not help the renewable
resource problem, but it certainly slows
the use of the resources we have. You too,
even on a small campus like this can help
make the campus a more “green” campus.

Comics and Small Illustrations

"The Suitors"

by Elena Ouchinnikova

Kaitlyn Kowalski
“Dino Egg without Cityscape” by
Kaitlyn Kowalski

Announcements
Sign up for emergency text messages
Students must text CCCST to 64600

Calling all Artists!
New to this semester, The
Crier is accepting comics
and small illustrations
submitted by YOU.
Contact David Higgins for
more info:
higgins@corning-cc.edu
Want your event advertised here? Contact The Crier Staf f at
ccccrier@gmail.com!

Want to stay updated on the latest events on campus? Follow @corningccevents on Instagram and Twitter!

Write for The Crier!
If you want your voice to be heard, your ideas to be seen,
enjoy writing and editing, and take great photos of campus life and events,
The Crier is the student publication to showcase your skill and creativity!
$20 per published article

$5 if accompanying photo/s
$10 per comic/small illustration
E-mail articles and photos to CCCcrier@gmail.com
To facilitate payment, please include your CID number with your submissions.
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Next Issue Deadline: December 3rd
Discuss article topics and meet other students with
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Please visit The Crier on the MyCCC Welcome Tab
for the meeting schedule and join the conversation.
The Crier web page also includes deadlines for every issue, back issues of the paper, and other information.
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